The kinetics of cancer cells and of HIV1: the problems of cell and virus rebounds and of latency.
The kinetics of non treated and especially of treated HIV1 is compared to that of non treated and of treated cancer cells. Contrary to Skipper's scheme, based on constancy of cancer cell proliferation or post-chemotherapy decrease slope, the same chemotherapy successive cycles decrease in fact less and less the proportion of cell number reduction, and the hope of killing the "last cell" is a utopian concept. Hence, the very poor global benefit in cancer medicine registered in the last 50 years. The only cures are seen in child tumors and young adults testis cancer: the immunity reaction being stronger before 40 years of age than after 40 may explain this difference with age. The a priori systematic opposition to active immunotherapy of cancer from some authorities has been a grave fault. Such fault should not be committed for the treatment of HIV1-AIDS complex. The continuous HIV1 so called intensive virostatic chemotherapy is complicated by severe toxicities, and resistances of relapses and virus re-activation when it must be discontinued. The widely accepted triple therapy only affects two virus targets (retro-transcriptase and virus protease), which is insufficient, as we have shown. We have also observed that the constant and most rapid VL decrease to < 200 or < 20 RNA copies/mL is obtained when four virus targets are affected, including some concerning DNA provirus (which is the case of acriflavine and methylhydroxy-ellipticine). As in acute lymphoid leukemia, two treatment phases can be distinguished: a) the VL reduction to 20 copies; b) the maintenance of the residual < 20 copies of viruses. Excellent results as far as VL decrease and maintenance at < 20 copies have been obtained with a follow-up between 1 1/2 and 6 years, without any toxicity nor global resistance, with combinations of four drugs affecting four viral targets, applied in short (3 week) sequences, different from each others owing to drug rotation. This can be compared with the 65% remission rate obtained with alternative different cycles of cancer chemotherapy in tumors resistant to conventional modalities. The possibility of repeating for ten patients the evaluation of viral load and of immunologic parameters has allowed us to discover that some VL decrease curves are fractal. As well, maintenance 20 copies are not rarely interrupted by short and reversible HIV1 rebounds as those we had described in "cured" acute lymphoid leukemia patients. Of utmost importance, all HIV1 rebounds were associated with the presence of one cofactor: chimerism, chronic hepatitis, CMV, herpes 8, herpes 6, and influenza are those we observed. The problem today is not to "kill the last tumor cell in cancer" or "the last HIV1 particle" in HIV1-AIDS complex. It is to keep the residual cells or virus in latency. Active immunotherapy and other biologic interventions, such as hypermethylation, should be studied in this aim, as they are also able to do so.